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Resumen
Los infográficos predictivos, aquellos que retan a los usuarios a hacer una estima-
ción subjetiva en torno a un fenómeno antes de permitirles averiguar el resultado, 
amplían las posibilidades de los medios digitales para atraer y retener a su audiencia. 
Estudios recientes sugieren, además, que visualizar las propias predicciones mejora 
la comprensión de la información y la probabilidad de recordarla. A partir de un 
estudio cualitativo de infográficos interactivos, el presente artículo identifica dos tipos 
de gráficos predictivos presentes en los medios digitales actuales: gráficos basados 
en la predicción por parte de los usuarios y gráficos predictivos basados en cálculos. 
Analiza sus estrategias de interacción y desafío a los usuarios, describiendo mode-
los que pueden ser aprovechados tanto por investigadores como profesionales de la 
infografía periodística.
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Abstract
Predictive graphics, which require users to think and deduce before they can access 
the result, broaden possibilities for media to attract their audience. Recent research 
suggests that visualizing one’s predictions improves recall and comprehension of data. 
Through a qualitative study of interactive infographics, the present article identifies 
two types of predictive infographics in digital media: users’ prediction-based graphics 
and calculation-based predictive graphics. How to challenge users and interaction 
strategies are analyzed, describing models that could be useful for both researchers 
and professionals from the field.
Keywords: news graphics; predictive content; digital media; user experience; 
typologies
1. Theoretical Framework
1.1. Attracting readers’ attention: a never-ending story
Even before the first newspapers were published, troubadours were already 
developing their own techniques to attract the audience to their stories. 
However, the rise of the penny press in the United States in the 1830s marked 
a milestone in how newspapers win over readers’ attention.
Until then, typical daily newspapers would not distinguish editorials 
on politics from other news items in layout, typography or style (Schudson 
1978). Also, both commercial and party press were expensive and generally 
sold only by annual subscription; consequently, circulation of newspapers was 
low. Revolution came with the penny papers, which, as the name suggests, 
lowered newspaper price from the average six cents to a penny. However, 
while circulation grew due to technological advances in printing and wide-
spread literacy, rivalry among newspapers also intensified.
From that moment on, attracting readers’ attention became crucial, since 
dailies were no longer sent to subscribers’ homes but sold in the streets. 
Newsboys hawked papers in popular streets by shouting headlines and stories 
trying to attract clients and move buyers away from competitors (Thornton 
2016). Although differences arise depending on the period and country, news-
paper design has clearly evolved in order to be more visually attractive for 
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readers. Research (Barnhurst & Nerone 1991: 799) showed that between 
1885 and 1995 front pages became “less dense and more orderly”, displaying 
fewer items and more white spaces that helped enhance each item’s level of 
importance. The need to attract readers’ attention together with technological 
developments led to an increase in images and larger titles at the expense of 
reducing the number of stories portrayed on the front page.
Moreover, print newspapers’ design has had, and still has, an influ-
ence on news-related websites’ interface. Users have certain expectations 
of genres and consistency is not only expected for writing standards, but 
also for design (Ihlström Eriksson 2004). When the first newspapers started 
launching online versions of their print products, genre awareness played a 
key role. Web designers based their drawings on already existing conventions 
on the design of newspapers to help readers identify the site as news-related 
(Ihlström & Lundberg 2004; Crowston & Williams 2000).
1.2. From penny press to clickbaiting
Streets are no longer filled with newsboys or newspaper sellers. Their hawk-
ing rivalry has been quickly replaced by the one newspapers’ profiles have 
in social media. Those avenues and corners are now virtual spots in users’ 
timelines. The more followers you have, the greater the chance is that your 
tweets, posts or pictures are seen. And since most publications still rely on 
advertising, success is measured in the number of visitors a story has. But, 
how does media attract readers’ attention? According to research, headlines 
are often “the primary way of getting a potential reader interested in an arti-
cle” (Kuiken et al. 2017: 1311). The search for the truth has been overshad-
owed by the search for page views and the proliferation of clickbait headlines 
and stories is a clear indicator of how media tries to attract readers’ attention 
(Kilgo & Sinta 2016; Kuiken et al. 2017). The word clickbait is a noun or 
modifier which refers to “content whose main purpose is to attract attention 
and encourage visitors to click on a link to a particular web page” (Oxford 
Dictionary, n.d).
Can graphics qualify, or act, as clickbait content? Research indicates that 
visualizations are not only capable of integrating large amounts of data into 
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the news, but also attract readers to the news and stimulate their interest 
in them (de Haan et al. 2017; Schroeder 2014; Gelman & Unwin 2013). 
However, the term clickbait may have negative connotations associated to it. 
In order to properly address the connection between graphics and clickbait-
ing, the topic must be examined in more depth.
According to the report Lies, Damn Lies and Viral Content (Silverman 
2015), in what we know as clickbait news headline and body text are often 
in conflict. Given that many users limit their interaction with news to reading 
the headline, journalists are consciously exposing their audience to misinfor-
mation. Even if a person goes beyond the default text shared in social media, 
there are still consequences:
This has serious implications for how news consumers process information 
about rumors. The overall concern, which academic research backs up, is 
that readers retain information from headlines more so than from body text. 
If readers first see a declarative headline, subsequent nuance in the article’s 
text is unlikely to modify the original message (Silverman 2015, p. 99).
The need to make news oriented for the social media market is also related 
to the deliberate use of incongruity in headlines. In advertising research, 
the term incongruity is used to define the inclusion of information, in the 
form of text or image, which is perceived as dissonant or contrary to readers’ 
expectations or previously developed schemata (Heckler & Childers 1992). 
Furthermore, “incongruity in advertising may increase cognitive effort in 
message processing” (Lagerwerf et al. 2016: 782). Despite the possibility 
of enabling a better understanding, subtle misinformation can also lead to 
a biased interpretation of the text (Ecker et al. 2014). Research has studied 
whether or not incongruity in headlines is detrimental to information pro-
cessing and its influence on recall, and conclusions seem to indicate that 
results may vary upon different news topics and that future experiments 
should include a wider sample of articles and users’ (Lagerwerf et al. 2016; 
Ecker et al. 2014). However, since digital platforms can offer real-time data 
on audience consumption practices, analytics are more and more embedded 
in newsrooms daily routines (Carlson 2018; Blanchett Neheli 2018). Avoiding 
misinformation and attracting readers through high-quality journalism is 
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therefore crucial to stay away from implementing a news selection system 
based on the amount of views obtained by a story without taking into account 
its content and clarity of understanding.
We cannot discuss clickbaiting without approaching sensationalism 
(Kilgo et al. 2016). The term can be understood “as a discourse strategy of 
‘packaging’ information in news headlines in such a way that news items are 
presented as more interesting, extraordinary and relevant than might be the 
case” (Molek-Kozakowsk 2013: 173). Chen and colleagues (2015) relate this 
definition of sensationalism to tabloidization and they distinguish it from 
what are considered tabloid topics (‘soft news’).
Even though one could treat sensationalism as another tool media have to 
broaden its audience, clickbaiting does not necessarily have to be sensation-
alistic. Attracting readers is necessary, but journalists are expected to focus 
on grabbing and retaining readers’ attention with high quality information. 
Questioning their prejudices and principles, showing them striking graphics 
or asking them to interact and predict information are some strategies for a 
“good clickbaiting”. In addition, the readers’ cognitive interest in a specific 
story may increase as a result of their need to draw hypothetical predictions 
(Campion et al. 2009). Therefore, the use of graphics to challenge the audi-
ence’s preconceptions may be considered as a high-quality resource for better 
journalism practices and higher readership rates.
1.3. Challenging readers’ preconceptions
Internet, technological advances and social media have unquestionably 
changed the way citizens interact and search for information. Even though 
there are still countries where freedom of speech and access to news are lim-
ited, internet has broadened the horizon of knowledge. On the one hand, one 
could think that today’s situation is the best possible one for people to educate 
themselves on different topics. On the other hand, internet has also made 
it possible for unreliable sources to deliver unchecked stories and rumors.
Online-only publications rely largely on clicks and shares to equal revenue 
(Kilgo & Sinta 2016). The overabundance of sources and the need to publish 
breaking-news to compete for clicks has affected the way media reports about 
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rumors and unverified claims. The Emergent database (http://www.emergent.
info/), described in the website as “a real-time rumor tracker”, was created 
as part of a research project from the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at 
Columbia University. Silverman’s report (2015) shows how media informed 
about the unverified claim that eleven commercial aircraft went missing from 
the Tripoli airport and that Western intelligence was worried they might be 
used for terrorist attacks. The first person to report on the issue was Bill Gertz 
of The Washington Free Beacon in September 2, 2014. However, different media 
platforms spread the information and shared as if it was true, even though 
there were no identified sources. This example shows “the low bar required 
for news websites to follow-on an alarming, yet thinly sourced claim from 
another news outlet” (Silverman 2015: 94).
Moreover, research shows people consume media sharing their political 
predispositions, resulting in what has been called selective exposure (Stroud 
2008). In an environment of overabundance of information, this statement 
may seem as an opportunity for media to strategically seek for their potential 
audience. However, it also challenges journalists to win over readers’ precon-
ceptions on certain topics.
The continuous development of search engines and website algorithms 
has made it possible for media to offer personalized content to users. However, 
this has led to worries about filter bubbles and the aforementioned selective 
exposure. Researchers have claimed that this individualized content could 
have an effect on democratic discourse and people’s open-mindedness since 
the diversity of media people are exposed to would be limited (Pariser 2011; 
Zuiderveen Borgesius et al. 2016). However, recent findings suggest that, in 
the context of online news, concerns about algorithmic filter bubbles may be 
exaggerated (Haim et al. 2017). The consequences of self-selection, choosing 
to follow or unfollow certain news-related users, should not be underesti-
mated either. According to data presented in the Reuters Institute Digital 
News Report 2017, 36 percent of respondents claimed to have added a user 
for news, and around 20 percent said they had blocked someone because of 
news they posted (Fletcher 2017: 42-43).
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1.4. The role of infographics
The term infographics has an unclear origin and it is not used by all profes-
sionals in the field, some of whom prefer to refer to their work as graphics. 
However, news graphics are defined as “visuals that contain useful, relevant, 
and newsworthy content, and that are designed based on journalistic values 
and principles” (Cairo, 2017, p. 22). Some common individual news graphs 
are graphs, charts, schemes or locator maps. However, these can be used 
together on a larger graphic. As Cairo states: “An infographic is a combi-
nation of several individual graphics which, along with copy that ties them 
together and provides context, offers readers a complete overview of a story, 
often – but not always – structuring the information in a sequential manner” 
(Cairo 2017: 25-28).
However, with the development of internet and computer software, 
graphics can now be interactive and not only static, and the term data visu-
alization has gained popularity. In research, different definitions have been 
given of the term “data visualization”, with meanings ranging from a general 
synonym of infographics to specific, interactive pieces. According to Brigham 
(2016: 215), “data visualization is the graphical or pictorial representation 
of data or information in a clear and effective manner”, and Cairo (2017: 30) 
describes it as a graphic “intended to enable exploration, rather than a uni-
directional conveyance of information from an emitter (the journalist) and 
a receiver (the reader)”. Yael de Haan et al. (2017: 1294) choose to use the 
term in their study to refer to “a journalistic story that uses data, and that is 
told both in text and visuals”. And they continue to clarify that, from their 
perspective, “the term ‘data’ does not only refer to bif or quantitative data, 
but can also include qualitative data”.
Additionally, other terms have been used to describe this way of telling. 
Burmester et al. (2010) state the following expressions having been used: 
interactive graphics, explanation graphics, multimedia features, animated 
graphics, and interactive narratives. Nevertheless, in their work they define 
interactive information graphics as “a hybrid presentation of different modal-
ities: text, photos, audios, videos, charts, maps, graphs, illustrations” which 
are combined and where “the interplay of these is more than the sum of 
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the parts” (361). Also, they define interactivity and hypertextuality as main 
characteristics of interactive information graphics and point out that each 
information graphic focuses on one topic or story (Burmester et al. 2010).
Infographics as a journalistic genre arose during the 1980’s and early 
1990s, when newspapers started creating their own departments devoted to 
this task. A professional identity, that of graphic artists or infographists, was 
generated from these groups of people who found support in international 
conferences and competitions such as those from the Society for News Design 
or, specifically, Malofiej International World Summit and Awards. Nowadays 
some large media companies still have their graphics team, but most newspa-
pers have teams that not only produce graphics but also videos, illustrations, 
etc. (Cairo 2017: 33).
Infographics are oriented to interactivity so it could be considered a genre 
especially suitable for carrying out research on predictability of users’ behav-
ior. In addition, it is a recurring genre when it comes to explaining large 
volumes of information and to explain abstract concepts which are hard to 
understand. These reinforce the idea that it is a genre for high-quality jour-
nalism and that, moreover, it is very appropriate for carrying out research on 
users’ behavior.
Studies on visualization comprehension show the importance of prior 
knowledge and internal representation of information – mental models of 
what is known. Specifically, research suggests that users’ interactions with 
their internal representation of the data are critical to the interpretation pro-
cess and also improve recall of data values. Critical thinking can benefit 
from expressing internal representations which can also “prompt changes 
to existing beliefs to account for new information” (Kim et al. 2017: 1375). 
According to the aforementioned research, “most visualizations do not pro-
vide ways for users to explicitly incorporate their internal representations” 
and You Draw It from The New York Times is a rare exception (Kim et al. 
2017: 1375).
Predictive graphics, those which require users to prompt their prior 
knowledge, can be an excellent way to capture readers’ attention. “A per-
son’s curiosity is piqued when she perceives an information gap between 
her knowledge and the information she is interested in” (Kim et al. 2017: 
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1376) and asking people to predict could be a way to make this gap explicit. 
Finally, research suggests that audience interacts more with articles containing 
graphics than with those without them (Tian 2015), proving that information 
graphics promote interactions between media and its audience.
2. Methodology
The present study follows a descriptive methodology, based on content anal-
ysis. The objective is not only to provide a typology of predictive graphics, 
but also to evaluate to what extent they are considered as good infographics 
by practitioners.
As remarked above, infographists or graphic artists have built their pro-
fessional identity around competitions and international summits. Without 
any doubt, the Malofiej awards are the most prestigious infographic recog-
nitions to aim for. Every year, the so-called Pulitzer awards of information 
graphics gather together the greatest professionals from all over the world. 
Journalists and experts from renowned organizations and media such as The 
New York Times, National Geographic, The Washington Post, ProPublica or 
The Guardian constitute the jury. For three days these professionals review all 
entries submitted to competition in online and printed categories and award 
bronze, silver and gold medals to those pieces of work considered as the best 
examples of what an infographic should be.
In order to guarantee a high quality sample only award winning pieces 
will be revised. Since Malofiej is the only competition exclusively on info-
graphics – other design contests have graphics categories – the present article 
will focus on reviewing the Malofiej prizes from 2013 to 2017 (editions 21st 
to 25th). The contest evaluates both printed and online graphics; however, 
only the digital entries have been considered as part of the sample.
Even though we cannot assume that every predictive graphic done in 
newsrooms is being submitted to competition, Malofiej is well known among 
infographists and, in view of the inability to track every single graphic pub-
lished worldwide during five years, the sample provided represents the best 
possible option to review.
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Research was carried out as follows: Firstly, graphics that make up the 
sample were located by reviewing the online categories in Malofiej books 
from editions 21st to 25th. Once the total sample was obtained, every graphic 
was evaluated by looking for those clearly involving readers’ preconceptions, 
which would require user’s input as a prediction or to generate a prediction.
3. Findings
During Malofiej’s 21st edition in 2013, 1,191 entries were submitted to com-
petition with 322 in the online categories. The jury awarded 55 medals for 
online graphics but none was given to predictive graphics; there is no record 
of any piece of work of this type being presented. The following year, during 
Malofiej’s 22nd edition (2014), 356 graphics entered the online categories 
from a total of 1,290 entries submitted to competition. Juries gave 71 online 
medals including two graphics which involved readers’ preconceptions or 
demanded user input for prediction.
The first such graphic awarded a medal is called How Y’all, Youse and You 
Guys Talk and was submitted by The New York Times. The piece was given a 
silver medal and also the Miguel Urabayen Award for the Best Online Map. 
The interactive asks users certain questions about the way they speak in order 
to locate their origin on a map, producing personal dialect maps. In other 
words, by asking readers to introduce certain linguistic information they 
may not be aware of, the graphic predicts a map showing where each person 
possibly comes from.
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Figure 1. How Y’all, Youse and You Guys Talk (The New York Times)
Published on December 21, 2013. Source: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/
upshot/dialect-quiz-map.html
The second graphic receiving an award was also by The New York Times and 
is called Housing’s Rise and Fall in 20 cities. In this case, the gold-winning 
interactive piece invites users to introduce information about when and where 
a house was bought in order to provide data on how much it will be worth 
today. The infographic tests preconceptions on how the real estate market 
has developed.
In Malofiej 23 (2015), online entries kept growing in number – 458 out 
of 1,266 submitted. Professionals decided to give 49 medals, three of them 
to predictive-related graphics. Published by Los Angeles Times, L.A.’s Eastside: 
Where do you draw the line? earned a silver medal for asking readers to submit 
their maps and contribute to the debate. The resulting graphic shows where 
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people delimit L.A.’s Eastside and also allows users to send definitions for 
their maps available for everyone to check.
Figures 2 and 3. L.A.’s Eastside: Where do you draw the line? (Los Angeles 
Times)
Published on February 16, 2014. Source: http://maps.latimes.com/debates/eastside
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The other two medal-winning graphics were from The New York Times and 
were entitled How birth year influences political views and Where we came from 
and where we went. These infographics do not ask the audience to prompt 
what the result may be, but offer the possibility to navigate through informa-
tion they have preconceived ideas about.
Online entries reached 729 out of 1,288 in Malofiej’s 24th edition (2016), 
when only one of the 58 medals was given to a predictive graphic. Apart from 
the aforementioned medal, another award worth mentioning was given in 
2016. The entry Who’s winning? Find out how your income compares with every 
other generation, from the The Guardian (UK) won a silver medal, although it 
should be noted that this was not a predictive graphic. The piece of work is 
another example of how to use large amounts of data to make users explore 
their preconceived ideas.
However, it was The New York Times’ interactive You Draw It: How Family 
Income Predicts Children’s College Chances that won not only a medal, but also 
the Best of Show Award, the most important recognition given every year at 
Malofiej. The jury rewarded its innovative format which asks users to predict 
how much family income influences percentage of children attending college. 
Once the reader has introduced their guess, the graphic shows the correct 
answer and also how others have performed.
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Figures 4, 5 and 6: You draw it: How Family Income Predicts Children’s 
College Chances (The New York Times)
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Published on May 28, 2015. Source: https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/05/28/
upshot/you-draw-it-how-family-income-affects-childrens-college-chances.html
Once users have introduced their prediction, The New York Times offers its 
readers an explanation for why they are asked to guess:
Now let’s get to the reason for this exercise: Reality forms a remarkably 
straight line. We asked you to take the trouble to draw a line because we 
think doing so makes you think carefully about the relationship, which, in 
turn, makes the realization that it’s a line all the more astonishing (NYTimes.
com, May 28, 2015).
Moreover, in Malofiej’s 25th edition (2017) three graphics relevant to the 
present research won medals. In the latest edition, 1,334 entries were sub-
mitted to competition and 584 out of those were sent to the online catego-
ries, in which 85 medals were given. Here’s $100. Can you win $1.5 billion at 
Powerball?, from Los Angeles Times, gave users the possibility to understand 
how lottery works without risking their money. This Chart Shows Who Marries 
CEOs, Doctors, Chefs and Janitors, by Bloomberg News, enables readers to test 
whether or not their beliefs on who marries whom are accurate.
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Table 1. Malofiej summary of entries, medals and predictive graphics
Edition
Entries 
submitted to 
competition
Online 
entries
Online medals 
awarded
Awarded 
predictive 
graphics
Malofiej 21 1,191 322 55 0
Malofiej 22 1,290 356 71 2
Malofiej 23 1,266 458 49 3
Malofiej 24 1,388 729 58 2
Malofiej 25 1,334 584 85 2
Source: Malofiej books and Malofiej website.
To sum up, even though in the last five Malofiej editions only three awarded 
graphics were clearly predictive, another six relate to users’ preconceived 
ideas and expectations.
4. Discussion
Although research claimed You Draw It (...) graphic from The New York Times 
was a rare exception (Kim et al. 2017), our review has noticed an increase in 
predictive graphics. Also, since the aforementioned graphic won the Best of 
Show, we searched the newspaper’s website and found they have replicated 
the model and produced at least two more infographics based on predictions: 
You draw it: Just how bad is the drug overdose epidemic? and You Draw It: What 
Got Better or Worse During Obama’s Presidency. These journalistic interactives 
are good examples of how to attract readers and have them face their precon-
ceived ideas. According to what research has shown, even if there is a selective 
exposure or a filter bubble, professionals still have ways to approach users.
In social media’s current situation of overabundance of information, 
attracting readers’ attention could be done with high-quality journalism. 
Research reviewed in this article suggests that graphics represent a good 
opportunity to engage with users. Also, the benefits of predicting information 
have not only been tested by researchers but also supported by professionals 
in the most important infographics awards. Despite the limited bibliography 
on the cognitive efficiency of graphics and the emerging state of predictive 
graphics, some issues can be addressed.
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Based on the observed cases, and despite their limited number, two types 
of predictive graphics can be identified in digital news media:
1. Users’ prediction-based graphics. These graphics pose a question or a 
problem to the users, who are challenged to guess the correct answer 
or to predict the result, according to their knowledge on the subject. 
Therefore, the predictive component of these graphics relies mainly 
on the users’ minds.
2. Calculation-based predictive graphics: These graphics invite the users 
to contribute some data and, based on the information collected, cal-
culate a result and build a prediction. These graphics do not challenge 
the users to find out a correct answer, but just ask them to contribute 
their data to produce an analysis. Here, the predictive component 
relies on the calculation made by the graphic, which provides pre-
dictions for future users based on the answers given by the users in 
the past.
Both types of predictive graphics are designed to make the audience think 
about different possible scenarios and to take time to realize and explain their 
knowledge gaps. On the basis of graphics found in Malofiej’s editions 21st to 
25th, it seems that predictive graphics are still not very frequent. However, 
both researchers and professionals from media all over the world appear to 
agree on the high-quality of these pieces of work. Lastly, the incipient develop-
ment of predictive graphics in news media makes it difficult to define a more 
detailed typology. Further academic research and tracking future predictive 
stories appear to be necessary to develop and clarify this way of telling.
Although, as remarked above, future research is required to broaden 
knowledge on predictive graphics, apparently both academics and profes-
sionals agree on the high-quality and effectiveness of asking users to speculate 
on what the result would be. Naturally, the present research also presents 
some limitations such as the scarce number of predictive graphics and the 
impossibility to track every graphic published worldwide.
Despite having resolved the tracking limitation by selecting the best pos-
sible sample, future research could be carried out by taking into account a 
larger number of graphics. In addition, a more in-depth analysis of every 
predictive graphic to increase the understanding of the typology is suggested. 
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Future studies should carry out individual research of each graphic through 
eye-tracking technology, user surveys and other user-testing methods. 
Conclusions from our research may help professionals achieve better engage-
ment with their audience and suggest the possibility of great benefits arising 
from knowledge transfer between academia and media industry.
Expectations have a lot to do with clickbaiting and attracting the audience 
in competitive social media timelines, and predictive graphics appear to be a 
great tool to challenge overabundance of information and a possible selective 
exposure. Playing with readers’ expectations could be summed up as being 
able to achieve the difficult goal of maintaining their attention until the very 
last sentence, or, in this case, the very last graphic.
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